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Abstract: In the study, we evaluated the living environment with flood disaster risk to show the
future land use policy utilize the green infrastructure (GI). Target area is the Osato district in
Tokushima prefecture, Japan. We evaluated the living environment using the proximity of living
facilities and the results of flood depth estimation. From the results of the evaluation, at the central
area of the town, the living environment was high, but at the same area, there are many vary of the
flood depth. In the future, high living environment area with high flood depth needs to be control
new development. And farmland near the central area has important role to mitigate flood risk as a
GI, so new development in the area needs to be controlled.
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area is the Osato district in Kaiyo town, Tokushima
prefecture in Japan.
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Figure-2 Population change in the central
area of Kaiyo town

Kaiyo town has two major city center, Osato and

P(z)=0.8 at the area with the distance from bus stop is

Shishikui district. Osato district (fig. 3) is a central area
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Figure-3 Osato district
Mesh size: 250m

3. Living environment evaluation
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Figure-4 Distribution of Eval

Evaluation of a living environment and a disaster
risk are important factor when we make a land use plan.
In the chapter, we evaluates the living environment
each mesh.

In the chapter, we evaluates the disaster risk about
flooding. Fluvial flood data of the Kaifugawa river is

Ding et al (2009) used the model to estimate
satisfaction rate P(z) by each living facilities.
P(z) = exp(-z2/a)

4. Disaster risk

provided by the National Land Numerical Information
download service (open data). 50 years rainfall data is

(1)

used to make the fluvial flood data. And as an inland

here, z is the distance from each living facilities. a is

flood data, we used the results of flooding simulation

parameter.

by Yokokawa et al. (2019). They used to the typhoon

Evaluation values of living environment in the mesh

No.12 in 2014 as a rainfall data, and they calculated by

i Evali is calculated by multiplying P(z) for each

the flooding simulation software AFREL-SR (NITA

facilities, using following formula. Spatial unit of Evali

consultants).

is the mesh of 250m.
𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑖 = ∏ 𝑃(𝑧)

Figure 5 shows the distribution of fluvial flood depth.
(2)

There is no flood risk in the east area of Osato, because
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elevation of the area is little higher than other area.
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Road side area of R55 has flood risk. Flood depth over

city hall to calculate P(z). Parameter a was set so that
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Figure 6 shows the inland flood depth in
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flooding is increasing. Generally, it is thought that
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risk. But in the district, the area with flood risk are

mitigate flood disaster. Similarly, east side of city hall

selected as new development area.

has many inland flood risk, but the area covered with
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paddy field also. Land use control is important to
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mitigate flood disaster in the area.
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In the area over 100cm fluvial flood, the variation of
Eval is large. As the reasons, it is thought that the land
use near the city hall. The area has high Eval because

Figure-6 Inland flood depth in Zenzougawa basin

there are many living facilities, but elevation is low and
near the Kaifugawa river. According to table 1, the

5. Compare with living environment and disaster

number of buildings in that area is decreasing. But the

risk

number of buildings in that area is larger than other

Table 1 shows the results of cross tabulation with the

area. So, the area needs to develop the flood coping

number of buildings and the flood depth in

buildings like a high rise buildings and to arrange the

Zenzougawa basin. In the fluvial flood area, the

evacuation environment, in addition to maintain the

number of buildings are decreasing in the area with

river embankment. As the view of the side of land use

flood depth of 100 to 300cm. But the number of

planning, it will be prohibited the low density

buildings in the area over 300cm and the area under

development.

50cm flooding is increasing. In the case of inland flood

In the case of inland flood, because the flooding is

estimated for wide area, there are many variation of
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